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NOTICE-



REPORT
The Department of Commerce organized a guest lecture on "Planning Career in Finance” at 05.00 P.M

on 11th March, 2022 through zoom app. Mr Ishan Arora & Mr Anurag Rathi were invited as the

speakers for the guest lecture. Dr. Mrs. Varsha Panbude, Head of the Department invited the guests and

heartily welcomed them. The session was co-ordinated and hosted by Mrs. Shefali S. Chouksey. It

started with the brief introduction of the guest by Mrs. Shefali S. Chouksey.

Mr. Ishan Arora started the session by giving brief introduction of Finance and its importance for

building future in finance. After that Mr.Ishan Arora gave brief description of interest in finance. How

to get more knowledge about finance related scopes and its impact on different branches of career.

Later, he beautifully explained the roadmap of career in finance and broadened everyone’s perspective

on how to build successful career in finance. He elaborated courses related to finance, internships,

companies, profits, colleges and highlighted the role of Chartered Finance Analyst. Then Mr. Ishan Arora

explained FRM (Financial Risk Management) and described many courses related to it. Some were not

substitute courses rather they are complementary courses. After that he highlighted the importance of

FMVA/coding (Python) which includes financial modelling software courses, completely skill-based

courses, excel courses and understanding company’s future analysis based on past trends .He guided

everyone by giving case studies for planning career in Finance.

After that next speaker, Mr. Anurag Rathi discussed on planning in career in finance and gave a clear

picture how to achieve goals in finance and after that he described Investment Banking system and its

branches like JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs and BOFA Securities. Then he explained Assets Management

and how to practice increasing wealth over time by acquiring assets. After that he highlighted the topic

Corporate Finance in terms of Accounting with Mergers and Acquisition.

Also, he explained about study of equity research for business and its environment to make a buy or

sell decision. Then he highlighted points of Fin-tech concept in which he beautifully explained

Fin-Tech, Payment, Lending and Investing in mutual fund. He also gave some examples to plan careers

in finance.

At last, the vote of thanks was delivered by Mrs. Shefali S. Chouksey and concluding remarks were

given. She expressed special gratitude to speakers, Mr Ishan Arora & Mr. Anurag Rathi.

Around 38 students participated in the session. The session proved to be a great success and positive

feedback was received wherein students stated that they were benefited and would like to attend

more such sessions in future.
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